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For the next hour…

Who are we? What are our shared goals?

What is evaluation? 

Why is an evaluable program more effective, fundable & sustainable?

What makes a program evaluation-ready?

How can you use your evaluation knowledge 

to win grants?

Where can you find funds for evaluation?
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Ms. Nicky Grist joined the National Urban League as Senior Director for Evaluation 

reporting to Donald Bowen, SVP Programs, in May, 2011. Her primary role is to 
make each Signature Program evaluation-ready by guiding NUL staff, 
affiliates and consultants along a consistent path to reach an appropriate and complete 
evaluation plan.  She then coordinates or conducts the evaluations.  Along the way, she 
strengthens programs’ reporting formats to gather more accurate and relevant data on 
program outputs and outcomes.  Ms. Grist builds NUL and affiliate capacity as evaluation 
consumers and producers through training and information sharing.  Finally, she leads 
special projects to support the continuous improvement of NUL’s grantmaking 
operations.

Prior to joining NUL, Ms. Grist served over 14 years as executive director of grassroots 
nonprofits in Brooklyn NY, focused on housing counseling and policy advocacy. Her most 
recent work involved assessing evaluations of TANF-funded marriage promotion and 
encouraging federal decision makers to redirect scarce resources to evidence-based anti-
poverty services.  As an executive director, she developed and implemented data systems 
that improved federal, state, city and foundation grant performance as well as individual 
fundraising. Her earlier professional experience includes project management and 
research roles for policy makers, funders and community-based organizations focused on 
affordable housing in New York City and Nairobi, Kenya.

Ms. Grist has a bachelors degree from Yale University, a masters degree from the 
Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs at Princeton University, and 
an executive certificate from Harvard University's Kennedy School of Government. She is 
a member of the American Evaluation Association and a frequent participant in AEA’s 
extensive professional development programs.
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ngrist@nul.org
212-558-5388



“Evaluative Thinking”

a combination of skills & attitudes, indicated by 

“posing thoughtful questions; 

describing and illustrating” thoughts & processes; 

“active engagement in the pursuit of understanding; 

seeking alternatives; 

believing in the value of evaluation”

http://aea365.org/blog/?p=6099
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“Evaluation”

Program evaluation is the systematic collection of 

information about the activities, characteristics, and 

outcomes of programs to make judgments about the 

program, improve program effectiveness, and/or 

inform decisions about future programming.

Christina A. Christie, UCLA

AEA/CDC Evaluation Institute, 6/14/11

Patton, 1997, p. 23
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Types of evaluation 

& why you might do them
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Needs assessment; Customer satisfaction.

Launch new program.  Ensure that program supply matches community demand; make 

services and outreach more effective. 

Fidelity assessment; Process review.

Compliance, quality control. Provide better community service by correcting problems and 

employing best practices. 

Performance monitoring; Outcomes measurement.

Reach targets.  Report to funders. Results-based supervision.  Enhance stories with 

numbers. 

Quasi-experimental comparison against others, including statistics.

“We’re not just good, we’re better than…”  (Caveats!)

Cost analysis. 

Return on investment.  Budget planning. 



Why is an evaluable program more 

fundable, effective & sustainable?

Funders & donors more likely to 

“get” return on investment 

Community members more likely to 

achieve their personal goals

Staff more likely to feel motivated & 

rewarded

Partners see more clearly how they 

fit in

(thx ULGDNCTX!)
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Top 3 signs of evaluable program

Strong Program Design

Interesting Question(s)

Useful Information
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What makes a program 

evaluation-ready?

#1 = Design

Clear and compelling causal connections  (if-then 
statements)

Intended outcomes relate directly to problem 
statements

SMART goals

Correctly identified inputs, activities, outputs and 
outcomes

Tested assumptions & secured resources
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What makes a program 

evaluation-ready?

#2 = Question(s)
Not too many!

Commitment to asking

Commitment to using the answers

#3 = Information
Match data to questions so it provides answers

Simplify!  Match data to capacity
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There’s more to an evaluation plan!
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How to use “evaluation” to 

write a winning grant proposal

If program is “pre-evaluation”…

Describe an evaluable design

Show familiarity with context and evidence

If program is “evaluation-ready”…

Describe the evaluation plan or planning process, 

including realistic capacity

If program is “evaluation-experienced” … 

Describe past results and how you used them
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Get the competitive edge!
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If program is “pre-evaluation”
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Describe an evaluable design

� Clear and compelling causal 

connections  (if-then statements)

� Intended outcomes relate directly 

to problem statements

� SMART goals

� Correctly identified inputs, 

activities, outputs and outcomes

� Tested assumptions & secured 

resources



If program is “pre-evaluation”

Show familiarity with context and evidence

What’s the funder’s approach to evaluation?

What do other grantees / competitors have in terms of 

data systems & evaluations?

Can you report any outputs or anecdotal outcomes? 

Is your program evidence-based, research-based, or 

building practice-based evidence?

Demonstrate ability and willingness to learn.
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If program is “evaluation-ready”
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All the above, plus Describe a realistic evaluation plan 

or planning process

Which elements of an evaluation plan are in place, how 
will the rest be developed?

What are your interesting questions?  Who will use the 
answers?

Concrete examples of ability to gather data

Dial it back to reality: under-promise & over-deliver



If program is “evaluation-

experienced”
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All the above, plus Past results & 
how you used them

Not only outputs & outcomes, but 
also needs, process, satisfaction, 
costs etc. 

Include sources & methods to 
enhance credibility.

Emphasize how findings led to 
changes that helped program 
participants.



If program is funded

• Send rich interim reports that describe 

questions & data gathering process

• Send rich final reports that describe 

questions & results plus how they’ll be used
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Evaluation �fundraising checklist

�Show familiarity with context and evidence

�Describe an evaluable design

�Describe an evaluation plan or planning 

process, including realistic capacity

�Describe past results and how you used 

them

�Once funded, send rich reports
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Can it be done?
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Help staff ~ who are already on budget ~ to 

become evaluative thinkers.

Make data entry & data use part of job description

Talk about questions & answers in staff meetings

“Work smarter not harder” - How can data already being 

collected also be used to answer interesting questions?

Start asking questions without 

adding costs



More ways to start evaluating 

without adding costs

Let volunteers help you

Young Professionals need hours

Graduate students need experience

Service-learning project ���� Youth participatory 

evaluation 
http://www.actforyouth.net/youth_development/evaluation/evaluators/
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Grow evaluation without adding 

much costs
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Use “free” tools
http://www.hfrp.org/out-of-school-time/publications-
resources/measurement-tools-for-evaluating-out-of-school-
time-programs-an-evaluation-resource2

http://www.performwell.org/ 

http://www.aspeninstitute.org/policy-work/apep/tools

http://www.idealware.org/articles/software-support-
program-evaluation

http://www.iamempowered.com/group-news/25039



Funding evaluation is hot!

Foundations should “Break from the pack and provide support”
http://www.effectivephilanthropy.org/assets/pdfs/Room%20for%20Improvement.pdf

“Funders are realizing that technology and evaluation aren’t 

optional line items—they’re part of an organization’s capacity 

building.”  
http://www.nten.org/sites/default/files/data_report.pdf
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Ask for it!

What do you really need to do to start or grow

evaluation?

How much would it really cost to do it?

Put it in your budget and explain it in your 

narrative
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